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ART AND DESIGN EDUCATION
The MA Initial and Advanced Certificate programs prepare students to
integrate their intensive studio preparation with learning how to teach in
the context of contemporary art and design practices. Students engage
in fieldwork and student teaching experiences that help them integrate
their studio work, studies in liberal arts, education theory, and teaching
practice. Throughout their teaching experiences in K-12 schools and
community-based educational settings students:

• provide holistic studio learning opportunities for young people;
• value young people’s social and cultural assets; and
• connect to young people’s families and communities.

The Program’s Structure
Upon graduation, students are proficient in their research skills and
communications about contemporary art and design practices as they
advocate for studio-based art and design programs in diverse learning
contexts.

Students practice teaching in Saturday Art School and in New York City’s
public schools. Saturday Art School is a laboratory where learning how
to teach and research issues of pedagogy are modeled upon artistic
practice. Students test ideas, develop a personal teaching style, and
explore research questions through participation and observation.
Students thus get opportunities to work collaboratively with their peers,
community members, and professionals in the field, while they learn to
develop lessons and construct environments that promote critical inquiry
and creative practice. A range of art practices is presented and explored,
from traditional forms to contemporary multidisciplinary works.

Our approach to art and design education is distinguished by a
willingness to look to other disciplines for inspiration. In recent years, we
have drawn upon the work of artists, educators, and scholars in diverse
fields such as play and performance, museum education, and community
art and design education. As reflective practitioners and researchers,
students are prepared to work effectively in diverse cultural contexts and
to apply interdisciplinary perspectives in a variety of educational settings.

Certification Requirements
In order to be recommended for New York State Education Department
(NYSED) Initial Certification in Visual Arts (all grades), students
complete a number of non-curricular requirements as they move through
the program so that by the time students are ready to graduate all
requirements for certification have been completed. Please note: Some of
the workshops and tests require a fee.

Fingerprinting ($135)
Students will be required to be fingerprinted in preparation for observing
and teaching in New York City’s public schools.

Workshops
These workshops must be taken with a provider approved by New York
State Education Department:

• Child Abuse Identification Workshop
•  School Violence Prevention and Intervention Workshop
•  Dignity for all Students Workshop (DASA) Tests and Assessments
•  Educating All Students (EAS)

•  Content Specialty Test (CST)
•  Teacher Performance Assessment (TPA)

Chair
Aileen Wilson
awilson2@pratt.edu
718.636.3637

Assistant to the Chair
Jonell Joshua
jjoshua@pratt.edu
718.636.3681

Art and Design Education Office
Tel: 718.636.3637
Fax: 718.230.6817
adeinfo@pratt.edu
www.pratt.edu/art-design-education (https://www.pratt.edu/art-design-
education/)

Faculty Bios
www.pratt.edu/youth/faculty (http://www.pratt.edu/youth/faculty/)

• Art and Design Education, MA (https://catalog.pratt.edu/graduate/
art/art-design-education/art-design-education-ma/)

• Art and Design Education, Advanced Certificate (https://
catalog.pratt.edu/graduate/advanced-certificates-minors/art-design-
education-advanced-certificate/)
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